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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a study with 18 participants on two text input
methods for use with an interactive television, The Numpad Typer
(TNT) and TwiceTap. Both methods were designed for use with a
common infra-red remote control. Each character is entered using
two keystrokes. After one hour and forty minutes of practice, split
into 5 sessions, the participants were able to type faster than 9
words per minute. While the performance of both methods was
similar, the TwiceTap required a smaller number of keystrokes per
character, was less prone to errors, and was found to be more
comfortable by the participants. Over time, the use of frequent ngrams in TwiceTap was reinforced while the use of infrequent ngrams was suppressed.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Interactive Digital Television (IDTV) is a growing technology in
terms of the number of users. According to the Leichtmann
Research Group, 30% of all households in the US in 2011 have at
least one TV set connected to the Internet . The IDTV enhances
the television with interactive content, including web browsing
and searching, social media, e-mail, etc. One of the vital parts of
these applications is the text input.
There has been an extensive research in this context on
various devices and methods of interaction, such as use of
gestures, tablets, or mobile telephones. However, commercially
available products are still significantly more expensive than the
infra-red remote controls used commonly today. In this paper a
user study of two text input methods with 18 users is presented.
The methods can be operated using a common infra-red TV
remote.

2. RELATED WORK
Probably the most popular text entry method on keyboards with a
limited number of keys is Multi-tap, commonly available on the
mobile telephones. Each key is assigned three or four characters.
To enter a character the user has to repeatedly press the same key
until the desired character appears. The cursor advances upon a
predefined timeout (user's inactivity). According to MacKenzie et
al. [9] the KSPC measure (keystrokes per character) is 2.2. There
were several modifications reducing the KSPC: Less-Tap (=1.6)
[12], where the sequence of letters on the keyboard was no longer
alphabetical, or LetterWise (=1.15) [10] where the layout of keys
dynamically shifted according to the previously entered text,
which was on the expense of the clarity of the layout.
The T9 by Tegic Communications [4] is another method
intended for use on mobile telephones that can be implemented on
a TV remote control. The alphabet is subdivided in the same way
as in the Multi-tap. The user selects the desired characters by
pressing the corresponding keys and after a sequence of keys is
entered, the word is disambiguated using a dictionary. Even
though T9 is almost optimal in terms of the KSPC (close to 1),
many users find it too difficult to use [5].
One of the first work on a text input method for the IDTV
was Immargson's The Numpad Typer (TNT) [7] (see Figure 1).
All characters can be entered by two keystrokes on a 9-button
keypad on the remote control. The characters are laid out in two
levels of 3×3 grids. The first keystroke selects a group. The
second keystroke selects a character in that group. The speed of
the keyboard varied from 9.3 up to 17.7 WPM (words per
minute). A similar entry method, in which characters are entered
by two keystrokes, was patented by Kandogan et al. [8]. This
method is designed for a 12-button keypad commonly used on
mobile phones. There is no evaluation of this method. Twist&Tap
[1] is designed for text input on a TV using a remote control with
accelerometers. Vega-Oliveros et al. [13] explored a multimodal
text input on IDTV combining speech input, Multi-tap, and a
virtual keyboard.
Iatrino et al. [6] compared Multi-tap and a virtual QWERTY
keyboard for text input on IDTV. The virtual QWERTY keyboard
was a grid reminiscent of a standard PC keyboard. Arrow keys
were used to select a character. The “OK” button confirmed the
selection. In a study with 36 participants, Multi-tap outperformed
the virtual QWERTY in terms of speed and user satisfaction.
However, a similar study by Geleijnse et al. [3] indicated that the
virtual QWERTY keyboard is preferred by the users. The type
rate of the virtual QWERTY, Multi-tap, and T9 are similar.

3. Introducing TwiceTap
We developed a novel method of text input called TwiceTap.
The method is similar to the work by Kandogan [8]. It has the
same layout of characters as the Multi-tap. Each character is
entered by a sequence of two keystrokes. See Figure 2 for an
example: To enter the letter t, first the key t-u-v is pressed to
select this group. Individual letters of this group are then
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Figure 1: Layout of TNT
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Figure 2: Layout of TwiceTap – a) as shown before the first
keystroke, b) as shown after the user hit key tuv
displayed on separate keys in the same column (Figure 2b). The
letter is entered upon pressing the corresponding key. Unlike the
Kandogan’s method, the blank spaces were filled with the two
most frequent n-grams for each letter. The term n-gram further
refers to a sequence of n characters. The n-grams with the length
equal to one, two and three character are being called unigrams,
bigrams and trigrams respectively. There is a fixed set of n-grams
which were selected using a corpus containing 50,000 most
common English words. The space, as the most common character
in English, can be entered using one keystroke only.

4. Experiment
In this paper we perform a comparative study of the TwiceTap
method and the TNT method [7]. Both methods can be
implemented using low-cost hardware.
The Multi-tap method would seem like a logical choice of
the baseline, however we decided against it. We indeed intended
to compare our method with a baseline that is established in the
HCI literature but at the same time we were seeking for an input
method that was unknown to the users so that the skills to use
each method would be balanced (the TNT met these requirements)
while the Multi-tap is a method that is known and used by a
majority of the mobile telephone users.
18 participants (10 men, 8 female, mean age = 22.7, SD =
2.49) took part in a controlled experiment. They were not familiar
with text input on IDTV, however they were all experienced
mobile phone users. (3 of them used T9 on their phone; 2 people
used a QWERTY keyboard. The rest of the group used Multi-tap.)
We expected KSPC=2 for the TNT, while for the TwiceTap
the KSPC should be less than 2 because of the single-keystroke
space and the availability of n-grams. A 9-button keypad is
required for the TNT and a 12-button keypad for the TwiceTap.
Both methods use a reference chart on the TV screen. The TNT

occupies about 4 times more space on the screen than the
TwiceTap.
The experiment was organized in 10 sessions per participant.
Each session lasted 20 minutes. The participants were allowed to
complete up to two sessions per day and used each method for 5
consecutive sessions. The order of the methods was
counterbalanced in order to minimize any learning effects.
A 40” Samsung LCD TV was used for both methods. A
remote control shipped with the Motorola VIP1003 set-top box
was used. The participants were seated on a sofa about 2 m in
front of the screen. We implemented an audio feedback after
pressing a key for both methods. Their task was to copy given
phrases from Mackenzie’s phrase set for evaluating text entry
methods [11] as fast and accurate as possible. The use of n-grams
in TwiceTap was suggested but not enforced. A high-pitched click
sounds upon the first keystroke, a low-pitched click upon the
second, and a buzzer sound upon an error. The participants had to
correct any typing errors before the application let them continue.
At the end of the experiment the participants were asked to
complete a post-test questionnaire to evaluate both methods. The
participants were given a reasonable financial compensation for
their time at the end of the experiment.
Our group of 18 users entered total of 118,811 characters of
text. 57,048 characters (48%) were typed using TNT, 61,763
characters (52%) using the TwiceTap. The participans’ type rate,
measured in WPM, improved with each session for both methods,
eventually reaching 9.1 WPM (TNT) and 9.6 WPM (TwiceTap).
The type rate did not reach a plateau by Session 5, which indicates
that the type rate reachable by the experts would be even higher.
(See Fig. 3)
KSPC for TwiceTap was lower than for the TNT. In Session
5 it was about 2.25 for TNT (the users had to press at least two
keys per one character on average) and 1.75 for TwiceTap. A
paired t-test of the KSPC values measured for individual
participants on the Session 5 confirmed that the difference was
significant: t(28.58) = 16.3; p < 0.001. The TwiceTap method
therefore requires less amount of physical effort than the TNT.
The values somewhat decreased over the course of the entire data
collection, by 5% (TNT) and 8% (TwiceTap) due to the
decreasing number of errors. The error rate has been calculated as
the number of backspaces pressed by the participants per amount
of the correctly entered characters. Its development over the
sessions is shown in Fig. 4. The mean error rate over all
participants of the TNT and TwiceTap was about 5.1% and 3.8%
in the last session. A paired t-test indicates that the TwiceTap was
significantly less prone to errors than the TNT (t(26.55) = 2.31;
p < 0.05).
A number of words could be written in different ways that
were mutually exclusive. E.g. the word “version” could be
entered using any of these sequences of elements:
(ve)(r)(s)(i)(on),
(v)(er)(s)(i)(on),
or
even
(ver)(s)(i)(on). We defined a usage of an element (an n-gram
available at the keyboard or an individual character) as the ratio
[number of occurrences in text] / [number of actual instances of
use]. A KSPC of less than 2 in case of the TwiceTap implies that
the participants made a systematic use of the n-grams. The Fig. 5
shows the combined usage of the most and the least frequent ngrams, compared against the usage of all n-grams. The overall
strategy of the n-gram use has apparently shifted over the
sessions: While the use of the most frequent n-grams was
reinforced (60% in Session 1; 70% in Session 5), the usage of the
least frequent n-grams dropped by 12% (for bottom 10 n-grams)
resp. 23% (bottom 5).
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Figure 3: WPM by method and session. Mean values over all
participants with SD in error bars for sessions S1 through S5
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Figure 4: Error rate by method and session. Mean values over
all participants with SD in error bars
This suggests that people recognized that the utility of the ngrams varied with their frequency, and learned to use those that
were most frequent while giving up on those that did not notably
contribute to the overall performance. (In the last session, there
were total of 1322 opportunities to use one of the top 5 n-grams
while only 193 opportunities to use one of the bottom 5 n-grams.)
The average time per character (the time needed to type a
single letter of the English alphabet) was 1325 ms using TNT and
1633 ms using TwiceTap in the last session. A paired t-test of the
times per character for TNT and TwiceTap shows that the
TwiceTap was significantly slower in terms of typing individual
letters (t(49.44) = –4.396; p < 0.001). This may be explained by
the fact that the users did not see the whole TwiceTap layout at
once. The final position of the letter was revealed only after the
pressing of the first button, thus forcing the users to perform the
visual search twice. The letter distribution in the test phrases
roughly observed the common letter distribution in the English
language, which in decreasing frequency was: e, o, a, t, s, …, v,
j, x, q, z. It could be expected that the more frequent a letter, the
shorter time per character. The actual time per character, however,
did not observe this expectation, as shown in Figure 6. Detailed
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Figure 6: Average time in milliseconds (horiz. axis) to enter
individual characters (vert. axis). Three “fastest” and three
“slowest letters” reported. a) TNT, b) TwiceTap
analysis suggested that the further apart the keys needed to enter a
particular letter, the longer time per character.
For subjective evaluation we asked participants to complete a
post-test and System Usability Scale (SUS; [2]) questionnaires for
each method. They were also asked to make comments on both
methods. The SUS was designed to quantify subjective usability
of a product to allow comparisons. The item no. 5 (“I found the
various functions in this system were well integrated”) was not
used in our case. A paired t-test was conducted to compare the
SUS scores. There was a significant difference in the SUS scores
for TNT (Mean=56.0, SD=20.8) and TwiceTap (Mean=70.7,
SD=11.8); t(17) = –2:58; p < 0.05: Usability of TwiceTap method
was therefore perceived significantly better than TNT. In the posttest questionnaire, five questions for each method were used to
quantify other aspects such as fatigue and comparison with mobile
phone text input methods. Five-scale Likert items were used
(1=“certainly no” ... 5=“certainly yes”) for the following
questions as listed in Table 1. Median scores are displayed in
Table 2. A paired Wilcox test showed that scores for the
TwiceTap in Q1 and Q3 were significantly better than for the

TNT. We also asked the participants which method is better to
use. 11 participants preferred TwiceTap, 4 preferred TNT, 3
expressed no preference.
Participants commented mostly on the keyboard layout and
visual presentation of both methods. The two keys in the TNT
were too far apart for some frequent letters (4 participants gave
such a feedback), which caused pain in the thumb (1 participant)
and a need to check position of fingers on remote control often
(1). The TwiceTap layout is similar to Multi-tap, which was found
positive (7) or negative (1). The n-grams in the TwiceTap were
found useful (8). The TNT displayed too many letters on the
screen (2), however visibility of all letters was appreciated (4); “I
can search for the next letter while entering current letter” (2). The
special characters such as apostrophe or exclamation mark were
difficult to find on the TNT (2), but easy on the TwiceTap (1).
Table 1: Likert items for the post-test questionnaire
Q1

Method was comfortable to use.

Q2

Method was physically demanding.

Q3

Method is better than Multi-tap.

Q4

Method is better than T9.

Q5

I would like to use method on my TV.
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